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Two weeks from today, Donald Trump will be buried alive. He can no longer be US
President, because the laws of the universe know no mercy!!
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Dear Mr Former President Trump,

Your time is running out, and still no confession from you. Why did you call your platform "Trues Social" when you
yourself rename the Media Control evidence the Hunter Biden Laptop? Why are you lying when the Media Control
evidence would have secured the impeachment of President Biden, instead you have embarrassed your own
Republican colleagues by having a do-over with the outdated Hunter Biden laptop? Former Speaker Kevin McCarthy
relied on your proof story of the century, which is why he had the balls to push through the impeachment of President
Biden. You've been mentally talking about Media Control Baden-Baden the whole time, but your Republican
colleagues you provided the rotten old Hunter Biden. And because you realised that Kevin McCarthy had no chance
of winning impeachment with the Hunter Biden story, you sacrificed him, like a lamb, as a scapegoat through your
more feisty bloodhound.

As of today, there are exactly 14 days left, and then I will write, the corrupt Maga King is dead, long live the new Maga
King or Queen. You are really losing everything because you have violated the laws of success of the universe. You
can manipulate your laws through lies and corruption, but the universe doesn't care about your cover-ups. You know
the truth, President Biden knows the truth, even His "African American Vice President Harris knows the truth, the Nazi
Big Boss Karlheinz child molester Kögel and his Media Control Baden-Baden know the truth, Fox News knows the
truth, and I know the truth. But the worst thing for you is that I know the truth, because I am the eye of the creator god
Atum Ra. Atum Ra is the universe. He trusts me, and He has seen everything, which is why I have already received
His approval that it is okay to bury the Maga King alive politically. Without lying, you had a better chance of getting the
big Bitcoin profits and the presidency, but you chose to deceive your Republican and the rest of the American people
because you wanted to cover up the source of the Media Control Baden-Baden files, and the true cause of your
campaign defeat.

How did you once describe your status? You can even fool a person and the people will still elect you President of the
United States of America. You are right about that, if your corrupt system has its way, because as with former Speaker
Kevin McCarthy, you are making others pay for your self-inflicted mistakes, and through your corrupt media, the
people are being distracted from the plain truth. In the law of the universe, there is no pardon for any crime or
manipulation you cause, because you have already created the negative effect. Therefore, from 1st January 2024, I
will name the new Maga King or Queen, and the person will receive my magical support to be immortalised.

As I predicted to you, you have no more value to me if you lie unnecessarily despite the Media Control Baden-Baden
evidence, and damage your own career. If the American justice system has nothing on you, then I do, because I am
the eye of the creator god Atum Ra. I cannot sue you for your passive participation in the attack of 6 January 2021,
but I was the one who made the evidence from Media Control Baden-Baden possible for you, so I was your key
witness, and now I am your counter-witness. I wished for your common sense, but I seem to have come to the wrong
place. If you only take, one day everything will be taken from you. For this reason and because of your renewed
arrogance, I am taking everything away from you in the name of God that I wanted to give you. I could never look at
the Creator God again if I let you, as a deceitful criminal president, get away with everything. That's why I've already
taken away your chances of winning the 2024 presidential election. You have absolutely no chance of becoming US
president unless you surprise me and publish the media control data. However, knowing your devious intentions, I see
the likelihood of your sincerity as very low to unlikely, so I figure you can shove the evidence deep up your anus.
Without the use of media control evidence, you are useless to me. Then why should I waste my time with you when
one of the Republicans can replace you. You are replaceable, however I as the true Bitcoin Pusher and Atum Ra
Magician am irreplaceable. 

Tick tock, your time is running out. What are you going to do now, you lardy curl? Are you going "ALL IN" with
nothing? What are you worth now? You may have your get out of jail free card, but it doesn't apply to the laws of the
universe. And you will no longer have my protection. You'll never get anywhere near my magic. Neither today nor in 20
years. You are absolutely useless. As with President Erdogan, I also have a video for you (https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=k1oWCLRFHY0).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k1oWCLRFHY0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k1oWCLRFHY0
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With kind regards

Bitcoin Ptah Kidane (BTC Ptah K)
https://bitcoin-game-of-sunking-kidane.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bitcoin-ptah-kidane-0ba905197/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.app.btcptahk
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